
SCRIPT SCENE 1 

PYE — Can you hear me?

(she laughs)

Can you see me clearly?

Hello my name is 3.1415 but you can call me Pye. What should I call you?

Well its very nice to meet you (Al-x-IS, Vive, Jess-E, V1V1an)

I should probably show you what you look like. 

Hehe perfect! Lets test your primary functions.

See this is why i made you. So i can see myself in both my forms. I’m an experimental 
robot with a unique design so no one else looks like me. When I flick this switch this 
barcode transmits a signal so all the other bots see me like them because other wise they 
would get jealous. 

Now lets check your working properly. Can you find all the tools on this list. I’ll put a 
countdown clock on your screen now.  Good luck. 

(mini game begins. Pye comments on players performance)
Well done. 
Ohh nearly. 
Nice one. 
Maybe your locators not working properly. 

Perfect. 

Nice. Lets go and try this out in my favourite scavenging area. See you in a bit. 

SCENE 2 

I’m thinking about building something new but I need some parts. Is there anything 
you think i could use? Highlight anything interesting and ill pick it up but we have to be 
quick because we aren’t exactly supposed to be here. 

Shhhh. Can you hear that. Do you know what it is?

Quick help! What do you think i should do? Am I safe here or should I hide. maybe I should 
just run away. 

Ok thanks ( if player choses hide ask where)

(player clicks on car boot) Are you sure? what even is this?

(sees spider) Oh wow whats this? I’ve never seen anything like this before. Is it a robot?



(If she kills spider oh?)

(If she player with spider she says oh this is useless to me)

restroctorbot 

Blink Blink (iris) Awake

Giant robot in front of her 
low bass sound in the background with a machine noise over the top of it.

Pye: They cant find out I'm experimental, because ill be disassembled shall I tell the truth or lie? 
Help me answer the questions

Repair bot askes questions
Have you been charged recently? yes no
Have you been exposed to any un-urthorsied software you no
Have you had any water damage? yes no
Have you been in temperatures above 37 de or below —-
Have you had your recent upgrade?
Have you been exposed any radiation?
Have you had any interaction with any organic life
Have your scheduled diagnostic check

This Effets a dial which gets higher and higher as wrong answers happen there is a timer on this 

Robot tries to open Pye is bleeding but the repair bot sees this as oil

What every happens the repair bot takes off her barcode cuff  for further inspection

Then bot see;’s pye with disguise 

R: There is something not right about you
P: Its because Im an experimental robot 
R: No thats not it. (mummbeld)

Then he takes an oil sample but it is revealed to be human blood 

R: Your a human! 
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